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ABSTRACT
Dino-Store is a persuasive game that was designed to use gamification way to communicate with people and raise awareness on
COVID-19. The game’s setting is grocery shopping and the mechanic indicates that how different protection strategies, such as
wearing mask, keeping social distance can affect people’s infection
chances in the COVID-19 pandemic. This paper will break down
how the game designed by merging concepts from persuasive game
models and uncomfortable interaction theory to create an engaging,
but stressful experience for the user.
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INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 is undoubtedly the biggest issue in 2020. People all
around the world are watching the related news every day and trying to understand this new dangerous virus. There is a large amount
of information telling people what to do, but is the information
effective? Can people always access the authentic information? Do
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people really understand the explanations and obey the prevention
guidelines consciously? As we can see, there still are people who reject wearing a mask [12], or insist on going to social gatherings[14],
or even don’t believe the virus exists[5].
Why do people behave like that? We believe that it is partly because of the method of communicating information about COVID19. According to Farooq et al., the infinite supply of COVID-19
information on the internet will cause two main problems: the
first is cyberchondria, defined as an obsessive online searching
behavior for online health-related information. The second problem is information overload, which happens when a person cannot
process all the communication and informational inputs, and consequently the process of information collection remains ineffective[9].
Both of the problems have been shown to impair human cognitive
reasoning[19]. Therefore, when one’s processing capacity is exceeded by the amount of knowledge available, people will choose
to step away from the source of information load or their belief
system will be distorted[16].
Now, the most common methods we see are to directly show the
infected/death numbers or use a map to visualize the numbers and
interactively show the situation of each state of US with timeline.
There also are simulations that are based on certain epidemiological
models to tell people how the virus spreads, and there are thousands
of reports/news stories that cite the seriousness of the pandemic.
However, those communication methods may not be able to cover
all audiences. Some of the reports are full of terminologies that are
hard to understand, the numbers are too abstract, the simulations
are too far from personal lives, and the guidelines are too long to
read. There needs a way to communicate with the public more
straightly. Our team plans to build a serious game to let people
know how to protect themselves in the mundane activity.
Why we want to create a serious game? The concept of serious games was created by Clark C. Abt in 1970, defined as “games
have an explicit and carefully thought-out educational purpose
and are not intended to be played primarily for amusement[8].” In
addition, serious games are used to promote learning and behavior
changing[2], mainly applied in healthcare, education, marketing,
and other business and industries. What might make serious games
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so effective? First, it provides immediate feedback that allows users
to assess their progress. Second, the adjustable parameters can simulate different scenarios that allow users to compare their solutions
and improve self-efficacy[16].
The game we designed for COVID-19 is called “Dino-Store.”
“Dino” stands for dinosaurs, the appearance for our game’s main
characters and NPCs, and “Store” is the background setting where
players will have a chance to practice how to purchase groceries
during a pandemic. In Dino-Store, the persuasive game model will
be used as a framework for designing the whole experience. The
backend is an epidemiological model created by Dr.Joshua Weitz’s
lab, a biological science lab at Georgia Tech that calculates the
infection chance. The purposes of this project are 1) to simulate
a specific and common scenario to help players relate COVID-19
to their daily lives. 2) To directly show how the player’s different
choices will lead to different infection chances and result, letting
people know which behavior brings which results. 3) To compare
various store policies (e.g., mask required or not, shopper number
limited or not, etc.) and how they affect the infection chance. By
using these strategies, players will understand COVID-19 from
a relative microcosmic perspective, focusing on how individual
behaviors matters, how store policy matters, etc.

2 CONCEPTS APPLIED
2.1 Persuasive Game
Persuasive games and serious games are similar but have some differences. According to Gabrielle Trépanier-Jobin, "a lot of serious
games are persuasive, but not all persuasive games are serious[20]."
As we mentioned above, nowadays, games have gone beyond their
entertainment function and expanded their territory to education,
skill training, psychological experiments, etc. For example, some
digital games are beneficial for players’ cognitive spatial skills[10],
some adventure games will help people enhance their prosocial
skills[13] or even change their beliefs[1]. Ruggiero has proved that a
video game that is designed to put players in the shoes of an almosthomeless person can change their attitude to homeless people toward a positive direction[17]. And a board game called GEOlino’s
Meltdown was created to raise awareness on climate change[11].
Among the previous examples, games which are used to change
people’s attitudes and behaviors known as “Persuasive games.”
Persuasive game is a term coined by Ian Bogost in 2010, which
means the video game “designs, builds, and distributes for persuasion, instruction, and activism and influence players to take action
through gameplay [4].” Bogost believes that video games are an
expressive and persuasive medium due to their unique affordances:
the procedural rhetoric. This can be explained as system of rulebased representations and interactions[4]. Later on however, other
scholars(i.e. Teresa de la Hera Conde(2014)[6],Martijn Kors,et al
(2015)[15]) point out that it is too narrow to define persuasive games
only from a procedural rhetoric perspective. Those scholars have
developed some models for persuasive games which include the
design process and some necessary elements. Those models are
practical and helpful for us to design Dino-Store since our purpose
is to raise the awareness about the unknown virus and try to change
people’s attitude and behaviors, such as wearing a mask, keeping
social distance and staying shorter in public spaces. In the following
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Figure 1: Teresa de la Hera’s conceptual model
sections, we will introduce a model of persuasive games and how
we map our game design on this concept.

2.2

The conceptual model for persuasive game

In 2014, the author Teresa de la Hera created a conceptual model for
persuasive games. Here she introduces a concept called “persuasive
structure” and hypothesizes that “multiple persuasive dimensions
can be used within digital games to convey persuasive messages [6]."
Teresa de la Hera believes that digital games convey meaning by
“interpreting a series of signs within a system to establish relationship between them in specific context (P4)[18]." In video games, the
signs include visual, sound, linguistic and haptic representation[6].
Those signs derive meaning from their relative position of other
signs[7]. After constructing different signs, Teresa de la Hera designs a cognitive framework “by arousing feelings, emotions, delivering intellectual challenges that engage them through surprise,
intrigue and provocation, and/or by encouraging players to establish relationships with other players[6].” The cognitive framework
can be used as a way of influencing player’s interpretation of the
games. In Teresa de la Hera’s conceptual model, there are three
levels of persuasion: 1) the sign level, 2) the system level and 3) the
context level. Under each level, there are sub-categories that include
different dimensions/components. For the first sign level, there are
visual persuasion, sonic persuasion, linguistic persuasion and haptic persuasion; In the second system level, there contains procedural
persuasion, narrative persuasion and cinematic persuasion; Then
there is the last context level, where holds social persuasion, tactical
persuasion, affective persuasion, and sensorial persuasion[6](Fig
1). Players cannot be persuaded by any single level but by the interaction of those dimensions and elements. As designer, we don’t
have to use the eleven dimensions simultaneously but can choose
depending on our goals. In the next section, we will discuss which
dimensions we have applied in our Dino-Store game.
2.2.1 Linguistic Persuasion. The linguistic dimension can be found
in the game’s name, instructional text, narrative text, etc. The meanings of these linguistic signs are explicit or implicit, such as cultural
meaning[6], and create further meaning through interaction, which
“result in arguments or emotional appeals that can guide player’s
interpretation.”
In the introduction of Dino-Store, we used a paragraph of text to
setup a scenario that tells player “Today is your daughter’s 9th hatch
day! It is a day for celebration—and most importantly, cake! It’s your
job to buy everything you need for tonight. And don’t forget a nice
gift.” Then we post a shopping list including the ingredients for
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Figure 4: Map Design

Figure 2: Shopping List

Figure 3: Character Design © @ScissorMarks
making cake and some necessary supplies during the pandemic (i.e.,
toilet paper). (Fig 2.) We carefully designed this short paragraph by
considering the word choice, the tone, the content, etc. For example,
the word “hatch day” and the exclamatory mark. We are trying to
create an atmosphere similar to a celebratory day like a birthday.
The “9-year-old daughter” indicates you need to consider what kind
of gift to pick up. This text introduction is used to imitate a real-life
scenario, letting the player set up a series of expected actions (i.e.,
shopping in the grocery store) and dragging the player into the
game world.
2.2.2 Visual Persuasion. Teresa de la Hera believes that "visual
persuasion is characterized by a process in which the visual representations function as cues that evoke intended meanings, premises
and lines of reasoning[6]." She identifies that the visual persuasion
can be reflected in the interface design, character design, object
design, spatial design, splash or menu screen design.
Following this persuasive dimension, we firstly consider what
kind of character we could use. To avoid gender and racial bias
(since our story is about the infected chance), we decided to use a
non-human character - a cute dinosaur(designed by @ScissorMarks)
(Fig 3). Additionally, since this is a simulation of grocery shopping,
we did some research about how to design the space to make it like
a grocery shop with an exit, entrance, shelves, categorized products,
checkout system, etc (Fig 4). Therefore, all those visual cues will
build the game world of a grocery store, and players will project
their prediction and action from reality into this virtual shop as a
process of “transfer”[15].
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Figure 5: Store Selection
2.2.3 Sonic Persuasion. Teresa de la Hera identifies that the music,
noise, and silence in the game also have persuasive power. As she
states, we could use the player’s ability to gather and interpret information from environmental sounds, such as interface sounds, sound
effects, and ambient sounds. as well as sounds that are triggered by
the player’s input[6].
Based on that, we designed relevant sounds, for example the
“cough” sound effect. Players can hear this sound effect only when
they don’t keep social distance and touch the NPCs. This is analogous to accidently hitting a person while shopping. We used this
cough sound to make the player nervous and let them remember
to keep social distance while shopping in reality.
In addition, we also included background music, a sound effect
when picking up an item and the sound when checking out of the
store. These all aim to imitate a situation where you are shopping.
2.2.4 Narrative Persuasion. The narrative persuasion includes four
elements: the story, the characters, the space, and the time[6]. Since
we have already introduced how we design the story (celebrate your
daughter’s birthday and go grocery shopping), the character (little
cute dinosaurs), and the space (using the map of grocery store), we
will only talk about the “time” elements (Fig 6). The 90 second time
limit forces players into action and simulates the external pressure
of being in a potentially infected environment. We also purposefully
did not pause the timer when players check their shopping list in
order to maintain time pressure.
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Figure 6: Mechanics Design
2.2.5 Procedural Persuasion. Procedural Persuasion refers to "the
interpretations addressed by the rules of the persuasive game between visual, haptic, sonic and linguistic representations which
guide players’ interpretation[6]." In other words, the game rules and
game mechanics take an important role in this procedural persuasive component. There are four types of rules that have persuasive
function: model rules; grade rules; goal rules; and meta rules (how
players can modify the game’s rule system.) Below we will indicate
the rules and mechanics in our game:
• In Dino-Store, the basic mechanic we have used is similar to
Pac-Man, a classical game that almost everyone knows how
to play. Since our game is a virus-related game, which aims
for creating stressed atmosphere, we hoped the basic mechanic could be as simple as possible to avoid extra learning.
The maze-like structure initially disorientates the user but
is still open enough for complex navigation. NPC shoppers
clog the aisles and block off items or routes to items that the
player must choose to navigate around at the cost of time or
walk through and risk infection.
• The “infected chance” bar is supported by an epidemical
model which will determine the infection probability of players by their staying time and the distance feet. (Fig 6)
• Shopping list button. We purposely designed a button to
open and close the shopping list through a mouse click that
does not stop the timer. This design will make the player
uncomfortable, but we hoped to emulate real life shopping
where time does not stop. We wanted players to not linger
in the store by checking the shopping list again and again,
and instead pre-schedule a path in the store, remember the
items they need to buy, then quickly finish the shopping(Fig
6).
• The check-out system. When finished, players can exit only
after they finish the purchasing their items at the cash registers. Players must click each item to “pay”, and the longer
they take, the higher the risk of infection. This mechanic is
trying to remind people to not pick up something they don’t
need(Fig 6).
• The vision cone. The vision cone design is also a unique characteristic in our game. The purpose is to both imitate a real
shopping experience (items and customers are only visible
within a predefined, narrow field of vision), and increase the
player’s stress through not being able to see NPCs until they
approach(Fig 6).
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• The Store Policy reflects how larger systems exert powerful control over an individual’s life. Players in Dino-Store
need to shop under three different store policies: 1) Limited
Shopper – A store that controls the spawn rate of Shopper
and Employees. 2) Mask Mandate – A store that mandates
the wearing of masks. This was designed to reflect infection rates should the player run into a maskless shopper.
3) Shopping Orientation – A store that forces the player to
navigate the store in a certain direction. However, NPCs
are not beholden to the policy. We have three stores that
applied different combinations of the above policies, and at
the beginning, players may decide to which store they want
to go. Underlying each store, there is an epidemiological
model with different parameters to determine the infection
chance(Fig 5).
• The backend. There are three backend mechanics deciding
the infection probability in our game: 1) the existing infected
population, 2) the distance between characters, 3) How long
players stay in the store.
The first mechanic is responsible for calculating the infected
people and healthy people based on the total population. The
population sizes in game will depend on the store size that
players choose at the beginning. According to the situation at
that time (May 2020), the estimated infectious chance was 7%
(calculated by our epidemiologist by referring some epidemic
models, relevant literature and the COVID19 data at that
time)[21]. So, this mechanic can calculate the infected population in a ranged randomized number and spawn the accordingly infected NPCs and healthy NPCs when players start the
game. This is a kind of pre-setting in the game(More details
please check the “CalcluateInfected” and “PeopleSpawner”
scripts in our Github)1 .
The second mechanic is for enforcing social distancing. As
explained by the epidemiological rule, the recommended
safe distance should be six feet. Whenever the player gets
closer than six feet to one of the infected shoppers (NPCs),
their infection probability increases by 5% (calculated by our
epidemiologist by referring some epidemic models, relevant
literature and the COVID19 data at that time)[21]. The game
protagonist’s color will turn from yellow, then orange, then
red as players walk closer to any NPC shoppers. Then if they
directly touch an infected NPC, their infection probability
will be greatly increased (reflected in the infection bar)(More
details please check the “BreakSocialDistance” script in our
Github).
The third one is a Timer that is used for calculating the
player’s risk of infection over time. This risk is determined
by two factors: the number of infected people in the space,
as well as how long the player spends in the dangerous area.
There are 9 risk vectors within the script that can be used
as checkpoints during the player’s time spent in the space.
When a checkpoint is reached, the player’s risk of infection
increases according to the parameters(More details please
check the “Timer” scripts in our Github).
1 Github:

https://github.com/GT-DILAC/unityengine
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(It should be noted that all the values and model equations are only approximations and not an accurate representation of the pandemic. They are meant for educational purposes only).
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THE VALUE OF UNCOMFORTABLE
INTERACTION

Besides the Persuasive Game models, we also referred the theory
of Uncomfortable Interaction and purposely designed some elements to raise uncomfortable feelings while playing. According to
Steve Benford, et al., the definition of uncomfortable interaction is
“something that causes a degree of suffering to users.” “This may
be physical suffering such as physical stress, tiredness or pain, but
might also involve mental suffering due to fear and anxiety, either
experienced directly or empathically on behalf of others[3].”
As Steve Benford, et al. stated, there are three benefits of using
the well-designed uncomfortable interaction. The first is entertainment. Such as physical discomfort, the suspense in narratives may
bring thrill and stimulate powerful emotions. Besides, discomfort
can also grasp user’s attention, “increasing the subjective intensity and memorability of the experience[3].” The second benefit
is enlightenment, which is similar to ritual suffering experience
where uncomfortable design may “help to establish an appropriate
tone for engaging with dark themes, demanding a deep personal
commitment, reducing the risk of trivialization, and in turn, promoting empathy and respect[3].” The third one is sociality. This
can be understood as the discomfort social experience is a driver
of social bonding[3]. And the strategies for designing discomfort
are visceral discomfort, cultural discomfort, discomfort through
control, discomfort through intimacy.
Our Dino-Store game aims for creating discomfort to persuade
people to be cautious about the COVID-19 in their daily life. we
purposely designed some elements to add the stressed feelings to
players. such as the checking-out system, cough audio effect and
vision cone (please see how they worked in the above “procedure
persuasion” section).
We also did a small sample pilot testing and collected some
reflections in the Indiecade Game Jam. One game Youtuber said
he felt a “kinship” with this little dinosaur and felt stressed to
pick up the items on the shopping list. Another friend said he felt
uncomfortable because the timer continuedly ran while he checked
the shopping list. Some other people said they remembered the
stressed feelings and would walk faster when they shop in real
grocery stores.
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CONCLUSION

The Dino-Store is a project we built during the COVID-19 pandemic. It is a persuasive game to raise people’s awareness about
the uncertain virus. We believe this is a better way to communicate
with the public and let them understand how their behaviors relate
to certain dangerous result. During the design process, we referred
Ian Bogost’s persuasive game concept, Teresa de la Hera’s Conceptual Model, and the uncomfortable interaction design concept from
Steve Benford, et al. Next, we will design a solid evaluation method
to see how the persuasive game models work and how people’s
attitude and behavior change after playing our Dino-Store game.
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A

VIDEO DEMO

https://youtu.be/NodPFQ1hf9o

B

PLAY THE GAME

https://lingfengzyc.itch.io/dino

